TRANSCRIPT
A number of tests conducted by the Institut fur Potentialforschung in Vienna in 1999 and 2000 with
different probands using the PROGNOS system clearly and reproducibly confirmed the effect of products
such as the GREEN 8, besides other institutes in different countries with different bio feedback systems
based on the electro-acupuncture, according to Dr. Voll (EAV).
The test method is based on the principle that the degree of stress of a body is displayed on a scale of 0 to
100.
The measurement values are taken from several relevant meridian points by means of a stylus.
The 50-55 range is considered neutral (= no stress for the body).
The body’s energy status is balanced at this range.
Holding a mobile phone without the GREEN 8 as harmoniser even in stand-by mode shows a significant
stress load which is displayed in the 60-70 and higher range on the computer graphic.
All values between 55 and 100 are considered inflammatory processes.
Values under 50 are considered degenerative or chronic processes.
In case of inflammatory processes the body tries to counteract these imbalances - if this is not possible it is
indicated by a so-called pointer drop.
A second test with the GREEN 8 foil demonstrates an immediate effect, the graphic line remains in the
neutral green range of 50-55 and there is no pointer drop.

Best System - Test MSA 21 according to Dr. David Furlong

The bar graphics show the stress impact with cell phone use in a direct comparison with
and without the GREEN 8 FOIL SMALL. First measurement – base measurement 0%

PROGNOS-Test
The curves show the stress impact with the use of cell phones with and without the GREEN 8 FOIL
SMALL this means that there not only is no stress impact present but positive energy is transmitted as
well. (Institut für Potentialforschung – Vienna, Austria 1999)

Dark-field microscope red blood cells
Furthermore, numerous blood tests have confirmed the unique effect of Green 8.
The Green 8 effect:
"Rouleaux formation"- No Green 8

Red blood cell agglutination is noticeable after No red blood cell agglutination.
only 90 seconds of mobile phone use.
Even after longer mobile phone use
With a dark-field microscope red blood cells can be visualised. In case of radiation exposure the
red blood cells stick together. This is also known as "rouleaux formation". With no radiation
exposure the red blood cells move freely and do not agglutinate.

